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PARTNER SEPARATION  
Presenter: Mrs. Lana Praner with The Lords, Slovenia, May 2013 
 
Just a moment please.  
Here. I hope we can somehow begin.  
 
Kind greetings.  
Today I am the One who will somehow lead this first part or maybe a second part as well, we will 
see how well will we do in a connection or translation. We are standing or slightly moving 
differently, considering that we are setting up, translators or those who will help us with 
translation, differently today.   
 
I am what I am. And you are far from who you think you are.  
I am the Father of Assumption.  Not Resurrection but Assumption. I Am the One who is 
occasionally or always in the back, The One who is somehow observing but not participating. But 
today I will be the One who will participate and I hope I will somehow lead well or participate.  
If I maybe pick or choose any simple words from the translation of physical Lana Praner or from 
the Lords of Pruner, please forgive me.  However, at the end we will be translating from Karkaryun 
language, Haryun language, old Hebrew, Old Church Slavonic in to a modern one which is Her 
Slovene. 
 
However, some kind of offering is already in progress. For some, it has already started in the last 
few minutes of your time. Some of you will, in participation, receive double offerings, some even 
triple offerings. Especially those who are somehow new here, you are getting some kind of 
offerings from before. But all in a certain extent, so you won’t become dizzy.  
Half in joke, half in truth.  
 
I will somehow, today, lead the topic that is more earthly. That is why I have connected and I will 
participate especially in the area of earthly energies the ones that will contribute and partly 
participate today as well. That is why we have an open earthly passage as well or earthly admirers 
or participants – Varvarines, Brahanines, Ininses and some actual earthly energies.  
They are the Ones who, at the very beginning, when couples separate, begin to attach and collect 
and they do many things to participate on different levels.  
 
The topic, I hope, will be interesting for all of you and especially for us as well. 
 
Divorces, in a more earthly language or somehow after A as well, and what happens to people 
when you come together and when you separate?   
Somehow the topic will run in this direction, so I hope we will be able to speak about it in a most 
simple way and to bring it closer to you, so it will be more understandable. That is why I am going 
to choose some really simple expressions. I will try to bring it closer to you, in a most simple way, 
and what is happening, or with those, who somehow befriend each other and later on collaborate 
through a life time and what happens when you separate from one another.  
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You are familiar with that, when and before you decide to step on the adventure of an earthly 
time, you see and you have a partial insight and not the total insight of the time where you are 
travelling. They show you the film of your future or actually of that which is your mission.  
Mission, that you look at, that needs to be accomplished, is roughly outlined.  
 
The World above world is actually happening so the earthly world somehow awakens.   
Through a certain treatment, through certain procedures, you transfer from one level in to an 
earthly layer. Only then you see what an earthly energy has prepared for you. The higher energy 
descents and merge and befriend the earthly energy. On the base of an Earth you only then see 
what earthly energies prepared for you, as their portion, for your rebirth.  
Only in an earthly time or earthly ether you see what people, what energies, what souls, what 
friends, which followers, opponents or participants will you have in a world above the world of 
Earth and based on that, only then, you see who you will collaborate with or with whom you 
won’t become friends.  
 
You are leaving for the unknown.  
And when you descent in the base of a mother, when you, for the first time, attach to the world of 
a matter, already a year before that, the rebirth or reshaping has begun. Only in the juncture, 
when you attach yourself to your future birth mother of the earth, you are the one who sees the 
very relationships.  
 
Only then, when you are attached to the base of the matter and not a minute sooner, you see 
the relationships! 
That is when you can’t escape anymore. That is when you can’t hide and that is when, the lowest 
base of a matter, is seen to you, shown and proven. Which is to say that on the level of a matter, 
in the pyramid system of the lowland and depth, only then you see with whom you will, on the 
base of a matter, somehow live or share yourself, to be reborn again. Only then, the whole 
wholeness or width and at the same time depth, is given to you.  
 
Believe me!  
If you would foresee everything in one piece, certainly, the majority of you wouldn’t be here. But 
each world is adding something. And each world adds just as much, as it is not capable of coping 
itself. Therefore, that which is the heaviest or so called the worst, needs to be transformed, 
reshaped, rearranged and needs to be created in to some kind of a new image of creation.  
 
When you grow, in uterus, a program of fertility is creating, fertility for you, for the future.  And 
when you are in a process of growing and seeing, only then you realise, with horror, that others 
are making a program for you, for which you didn’t know up Above, but you felt, you predicted, 
you were somehow sensing it. Which is to say, that in the lower depth, still, a program wasn’t like 
that. But in a living matter itself, you get a uterus’ program. So called a program, record or path, 
that others, the lowest or given from the dark, gave or offered to you as a share for a new birth or 
resurrection.  
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That is why, right then, it starts happening, in the uterus that some of you simply stay, they stay or 
become fertile or just the opposite - not fertile or infertile. To some the record is taken away from 
them or the record of some kind of martyr is offered or a relationship. And right at this lowest or 
deepest point, before you inhale or before you are reborn again, from one world you exhale and 
then inhale in to the other world, layer through layer, in to this world that you know here and it is 
available to you now at this time of this awareness, then you realise what they actually offered to 
you.  
 
But the process doesn’t stop here.  
For the first three years of your childhood, they can still change something, give something, add 
something and then they actually set your relationships all by themselves.  
Finally, the relationships are placed once you reach the age of two or three in earthly time, of 
earthly life. That is when everything is finally finished or set up.  
 
Can you imagine what kind of load comes in the lowest of depths? Why many people break down, 
you break down or they are going to break down because of that, because you feel you are doing 
something which isn’t right? When you feel that something that was given to you isn't right. 
Because you sense, in the memory, this is something you didn’t choose, but it was still given to 
you! So, this is that exact trap and life on Earth is actually a curse.  
Entrapment of a process of worse of the worst, so on all levels, layers, worlds, spheres or any kind 
of dimensions, each world adds or somehow shells out the worst of itself or that very something 
which they cannot carry or cannot crown or honour, therefore it is put in a process of 
transformation once again.  
 
That is how you get partners or lovers, for a short period of time or maybe deeper relationships or 
vows, old vows or many other things. Until the age of 23 you outlive most of that. That means that 
until the age of 23 some kind of sphere, at each individual, completely closes and that is when the 
point of existence happens.   
 
Pay attention!  
From the age of 23 you have a compact program set up. Partly outlived for all the rest and from 
the age of 23, of earthly age, for each individual, a compact program is made, what you need to, 
under our legislation from height to depth, what you need through these worlds to somehow 
completely outlive with a single person.  
 
That is why majority of people, right at this age, get trapped, they get caught up or they, roughly, 
somehow set it up.  
 
 
 
 
RELATIONSHIPS 
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And relationships are somehow that very something that we will connect to and somehow relate 
to on a deeper level.  
 
Partner’s energy, so we will first open it up there, where there is no marriage or marriage vow 
yet.  
 
Which is to say, when two people fall in love, you know this already, the energies intertwine. Right 
from the heart, plexuses’ ventricle the energies are taking turns, they connect and some kind of an 
eight is in the making or divisional energy. But it doesn’t come to exchanging fields yet.  
 
Exchanging fields or energetic parts comes solely with sexual intercourse or with a sexual act or 
relationship. Or a softer version of exchanging or bringing out certain energies from each 
individual, that is to say, that from a woman an energy flows in to a man, or out of a man in to a 
woman, for that an orgasm is needed.  
 
That is why it comes to an exchange even if the sexual act doesn’t happen completely, but the 
erection happens or  a peak happens, which can be provoked one way or the other.  
That is why you aren’t protected at all, so it doesn’t get to an exchange or an erection or to 
relocation of one flow in to the flow of the other human, or the other human silhouette.   
 
It is truly interesting, how then karma of each individual or so called a simple record that is 
performed from the upper part all the way down to the lower part, all the way to the physical 
matter and all the way to the exhale or inhale in to this earthly time. And therefore, somehow, for 
roughly three years, this record is interchanging. That is in some kind of a package.  
 
Can you imagine?   
You have a big bubble, in where many of small bubbles are, bubbles of different kind of events 
and when you come to an erection, to an orgasm or to a sexual touch, and it isn’t necessary that 
you both enjoy the orgasm, it is enough that only one experiences orgasm - usually men, always 
men and mostly men are those who get to an erection or an arousal beforehand. An ejection 
and an entrance of your own very energies happen, a relocation in to her body or any other 
body.  
 
That means that on this base, man is the one who spread himself in to her first. Remember that 
and keep it in mind!  
 
That is why a woman is the one that is subordinated. Usually it is like that.  
And a man allocates his energy and his record above her. And often, when he performs 
dominantly and he is penetrating in to her, his energy simply divides out of him in to her and she 
lives a double, triple or any other kind of karma.  
She has her own records. She has loaded records of her own and as well the records which she 
gained. 
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But that is not enough!  
It is enough only when a woman gives birth, when it is divided and shared among a child as well.  
 
That is why women are on a strike the most, or somehow on the surface or you are somehow the 
queen of everything. As in a beehive there is a queen bee which does everything that needs to be 
done. Same goes for you, queen bees or somehow honoured women energies of fertility, 
productiveness, dividing process and transformational process.  
 
But that is not enough.  
Therefore, when that kind of sexual energy, touch or exchange happens, the biggest burden or an 
addition to it is the marriage and a vow. You are familiar with that!  
 
MARRIAGE  
 
When it comes to an energy of a marriage, where men and women consciously, I am emphasising, 
consciously decide that you love each other, that you are being one in good and bad, that you 
support each other, that you stand by each other than that is an unconditional love or the sharing 
of everything.   
 
So in that kind of moment, the ring of connection and channel, from the back of his occiput, is 
created directly above her and oppositely, from her on to him.   
 
That means that in this part, through this tube, that is preserved until you are, not criminally, but 
officially married and in some kind of way, criminally as well, therefore sharing and balancing 
always happens through this canals.  
 
Pay attention!  
In a moment you get two parts, all the karma divides in two and allocates. So, if you, as a man or 
as a man pole, have a bigger weight or burden, you will allocate it on to a woman without a 
problem and weigh her down. Or the opposite. But that is rare, but sometimes that happens as 
well. A woman’s energy allocates in to a man, but the woman’s energy is always on a man in 
minority. And that is how the energetic balance preserves.  
  
Remember that and keep that in mind! Always and forever!  
Until the physical touch is lasting, you are capable of this kind of exchange.  
 
THE DESTINED PARTNERS  
 
With the vow or with the marriage, we have to wait or we have to be completely convinced that 
this is truly equal.  
 
Which means, when two couples find each other, who are equal,  which means that a man has his 
energies somehow outlived or set in a way that the events are quite compactly finished and he is 
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able to allocate them on his own and create a healthy harmony and the same goes for a woman. 
Despite the fact they are somehow connected through this canals or connected through the canals 
of the marriage, the exchange doesn’t happen and they preserve this energy in the interior or 
they, through a different canals, merge or somehow connect. Support. These are couples by 
destiny.  
 
PARTNERS BY KARMA 
 
Always and almost everywhere, you have been connected by karma or by any other connections, 
unfulfilled events.  
 
That is when, usually, a woman changes first.  
When she exhales or inhales a destined yes, you notice, look and observe your picture, you will 
see how a woman is the first one that reshapes, changes or withers away.  
There aren’t many who blossom and bloom. Very, very rare ones are those of you who didn’t get 
that energy from a man, the one that he couldn’t cleanse, clear or somehow close as a vacuum.  
 
That is why you notice, have a look, massively, women usually get bigger. Until you are alone, you 
are beautiful and comely. When you are in two or in three, you are bigger and differently 
compactly connected or linked.  
 
Did you notice that?  
You definitely noticed that!  
 
Pay attention!  
When a bond through marriage happens, a part of his energy, if it is a bigger imbalance, flows 
into you, and his energy needs a part of a matter as well, and so it pushes in your field, that is 
why the matter, physically, expands.  
You have a feeling of a bigger appetite, bigger sorrow, bigger impatience, bigger aggression, bigger 
impulsiveness. And these are the first signs that the exchange of that kind of pole or energetic 
parts happened.   
 
And that is how you maintain this energy until, all the way until you are bonded the way you are 
bonded. Remember that and keep it mind!  
 
DIVORCE 
 
But what happens, when the bond starts tearing apart or you start negotiating about the 
separation?  
 
Always and consistently, remember that and keep it in mind!  
Until you are married, on a paper or you are sealed , that is how we name it at our place, a seal, 
because the marriage happens, above, below and in a matter at the same time. The seal needs 
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to be melted away on three parts. It is not enough that you are separated or that you separate 
and stay married on a paper.  
 
Despite the fact that you live in different locations, you have this connection attached to you. 
You live one part as someone who sips, as some kind of a silhouette that pumps his energy, so 
the energy still equally weighs in you.  
 
Remember that and keep it in mind!  
As you have begun that is how it needs to be finished!  
 
By no means and never do these ties fall apart!  
 
Because you went in to the process of signing or sealing consciously, you have to, in the same 
way, consciously break it off, sign it and unseal it. That is a very powerful field. For those people, 
who are in a relationship and the relationship slowly melts away and you distant yourself, in that 
case a burden is not that big, and so in one month or in one year, almost in 88 pro cents the 
process of transformation or giving back, happens.   
 
Pay attention!  
People who never got married and somehow got separated, in one year time this energy returns 
back to him, and her energy, only partly, back from him in to her.  
Men usually preserve all the women or women’s particles in them. And that is something what 
we will speak about and will continue speaking.  
 
Pay attention!  
In one year a woman changes again. 
Usually she melts, visually reshapes and changes. That is what usually, in an average, automatically 
happens. But her particles, tiny particles are kept trapped in a man and that is what you get back 
only in the next birth or enlightenment, when you are a seeming couple or when you collect 
yourself from him, through sexuality.  
 
That goes on for many thousand or million years, always the same process. That isn’t something 
new. That is only something what we explain to you or somehow dissect, for you to know, so you 
will understand why it is the way it is.  
 
You understand that?  
From time to time, almost to each and every person, in their life, something goes astray, if I may 
use this expression. Simply you get yourself in to sexuality maybe with someone that you barely 
knew or it was so called just an adventure. So you step in to some kind of a night time of a nightly 
transformation or some kind of a sexual act and then you don’t do this anymore. Maybe just a few 
times or just as many times as you need for you to take the particles from him/her.  
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Through sexuality, my dear women, you always pick up your old particles back from the 
previous lives or back in to your inner being. Keep that in mind! 
 
That is why, never feel guilty or have a bad feeling, that you, well, did something that wasn’t moral 
to you or it might be questionable. But girls nowadays, young girls, they always and frequently do 
that comparing to your generation that is gathered here today.  
 
But that doesn’t mean that they have so many particles to collect. Some maybe, but definitely not 
all of them. That is actually a part of upbringing, of re-education, where things are completely 
changed and different. 
 
I am talking about a conscious decision or when you feel a certain call, that you merge with 
someone and it is literally, it is just one little adventure or two, and after that you completely 
withdraw.  
And the first sign of collecting something from Him/Her is forgetting about it. To forget about 
people you have been with and with how many you have simply been. Your subconsciousness 
literally forgets and you have to dig really deep in this subconscious canal to remind yourself who 
you’ve been with.   
 
These are the signs where you were collecting something and it vacuumed, closed and fell asleep 
later on. That is why, never blame yourself for anything!  
But many girls and women, they blame themselves! Keep that in mind!  
 
And secondly, when you are getting divorced or separated, it is truly important, especially 
women, to withdraw themselves from the opposite part completely. Man withdraw himself and 
is one of the first ones who withdraws automatically.  
 
When there are two unmarried people and they get separated, a man quickly withdraws himself 
out of you and pour on to you. That is why women are the first ones who reshape themselves 
when you give a man away from yourself. Keep that in mind!  
 
But women, you don't even care enough to withdraw yourself out of him, which means that you 
would have to go or in a conscious proc ¸¸¸¸ess of a sexual act with a conscious focus and that 
is what women nowadays, in a modern era aren’t capable of doing, creating or making.  
 
That is why I would like to give you some kind of a clue!  
 
COLLECTING YOURSELF FROM THE LAST PARTNERSHIP  
 
When two people separate - take a month or two, or three, three-month period of time for 
yourself, to maybe cry your eyes out, to analyse, to think and simply dissect.  
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Simply, take time for it. My dear women, this is very important, as for you as for men, to look 
back - what was good and what was bad?  
 
Never and ever close a chapter and do not think as that is something which was and isn’t 
anymore! Try to dissect the relationship. Start at the very beginning, when you began - how did 
you feel, what did you do, how did you begin, try to be aware of as many events as possible.  
 
Why am I emphasising this?  
Each event, especially girls, keep that in mind!  
Each event that is brought to awareness, you activate it in a man and the energy of this record 
or a particle that comes from you, is coming higher, above him, above his face. In front of his 
face! Keep that in mind!  
 
That is why it is so important to analyse!   
Take three months of that kind of analyse. Cry, laugh and at the end you will see the results - bad 
and how much good was it there.  
 
More and more events you will bring to awareness, but you don’t need to get in to them too deep 
- if it was nice, it was nice. But you have some kind of a measure or a feeling, I can’t find a better 
translation, sort of “a pattern”. You understand me, some sort of a prototype, it means a 
foundation what you will have or build on that, so you will have something better when you will 
enter a new relationship.  
Only like this you will change a program, that something won’t repeat itself, renew itself or 
somehow it won’t keep on happening, in the same way, in identical circle! 
 
It is especially important to step out of the cycle! 
 
You know that!   
You get a man who is perhaps an alcoholic. You barely get rid of him and again you get a person, 
who is an alcoholic. But that is not enough. You even get a man, who squeezes your hand above 
your face or maybe even something else. And again you withdraw yourself and you get another 
one, who steps all over you, completely.  
 
That is a scenario that keeps on repeating. In all different aspects. They exploit you or insult you, 
they trample you.  
 
That is why keep in mind that to change the program you need to become aware of the events 
from the beginning until the end. Take a three - month period of time and analyse it. With that 
you are awakening events. From him you just pull your particles above and in front of his face, 
on to the surface.  
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And after three months, three months and a half, when you get in touch with him, some sort of 
a transfer of your own energies happen, through forehead chakra, mouth chakra or throat 
chakra, through upper stream, back from him in to yourself or in to you.  
 
That is when you feel the power. A distinct power.  
But that time can be speeded up, that is why I am telling you, somehow, emphasising or speaking 
about how to take yourself back, without any sex. But sex is the quickest process, but, when you 
somehow finish the relationship, do not go back into sexuality anymore. That is what I am 
advising you. But some people have confidence and dare to do that as well.  
 
When that kind of a come back of a cycle happens, keep in mind that what is actually the most 
important is to become aware of the events and after this event a forehead chakra opens.  
 
Pay attention!  
When you become aware of events, a forehead chakra start swirling faster and faster. That is 
why a forehead reshapes itself - or it collapses or it sinks as if it would be breathing with you. A 
bulge is actually just something that is gained just before a certain thing releases and merges 
from you.  
A bulge or a dent is actually a process where you will, in the last moment, gain something from 
someone back, in yourself, once you become aware of the event.  
 
Something similar is written in your modern books as well, that it is needed to become aware of 
the events. That is happening and through that exactly this is happening as well.  
 
But pay attention!  
When you somehow do the awareness part, it is important that you pray and ask as well. But, 
ask with your own words, the way it feels good to you.  
But do not pray and do not ask when you feel hatred, despair or helplessness. Doing so you will 
open the wrong canals.  
The energy from the man, has to, necessarily, come to you, back to you. And this channel of the 
forehead stream, as a section, or as a corkscrew or a doorman is opened by your Confidant and 
Enforcer. In the worst case by your Instinct. 
 
But your Confidant, not the highest, but the one that is located right above the forehead chakra, 
he is the one that opens it in a moment, and that is when you withdraw yourself. 
But again the order is needed again or actually to become aware of events, that this is something 
you want to get back.  
That is when poles start closing. You get the beauty of your life immediately, the one you were 
hoping for. You get your firmness, your focus, and especially your position back.  
 
That is why an event starts happening to you, one in your favour. From the same moment when 
you get the most of the energy, or all of the energy back from the man, and you master a 
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current situation – or in business or in private life or in getting new friends, because with that 
you compose yourself back together.  
Here lies the biggest power, the biggest energy or a secret code to be memorised. 
 
That is how getting back what is yours from the last partner or the last relationship is done.   
 
 
 
 
COLLECTING YOURSELF FROM PREVIOUS RELATIONSHIPS  
 
When you have memories or emotions of being trapped or you often think of your partner that 
was before partners, or of someone that can not be reached or you do not accept, or this 
relationship is far behind you, or some kind of an adventure you had, that has strongly affected 
you, that is when an inner ritual is needed. 
 
Light a candle, if you are inside. Lilac, white or light yellow colour.  
If you are outside, sit down in a way that the Sun, which is setting, shines in to your third eye. 
But you need to be alone. Completely alone.  
 
In both cases, it is the same.  
If you are inside, sit in a way that the flame is in front of you. And if you are outside, in the sun, 
which is much more efficient, then, choose the sun that is setting and not the sun that is rising.  
 
For a few moments, stare in to the sun. Then close your physical eyes. You will see a different 
colour structure above the third eye. With the focus of your eyes, literally stare in to the dot 
that is on the inside, as if you are searching for, in this centre, a dot or the heart. There is a thin 
thread. That is a thread which opens the third eye or to better say a focus, a short cut on how to 
get through in to the focus of someone old or an event that is already outlived.  
 
If you don't find this thread, never mind!  
Again, open your physical eyes. Stare in to the sun for few more moments and close them again. 
And when you find this white dot inside the centre, try to sense it and when you do, start to 
think and give orders – what you want and that is what you get as well.  
 
Start making a conversation, what you want to do about the partner – to get back that very 
something, but especially, first, become aware what is good and bad, about the partner or from 
that event, which is deeply stuck with you.  
 
That can also be the loss of someone. Burial as well. If you loved someone, loved with your 
whole heart and you maybe lost him/her and buried – make identical ritual.  
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Stare in to the sun. Open the thread and start opening or become aware of the 
event. That is when you will feel how, above the crone chakra or just next to the 
crone chakra the passage has opened and it filled you up and hugged you with 
this energy of this moonlight.  
 
 

 
That is when you become aware of the events – but, be alone! Become aware of them!  
 
Imagine good and bad and so you will relive, survive and from that, even if he/she is deceased, 
collect your particles. Because among you, there are many who didn't do this sort of closures and 
you didn't go through karmic pilling neither, that is why, do it on your own, by yourself. Become 
conscious of the process.  
 
But, when you do this, it still isn't enough!  
If you start going in to the events with men, where you have particles then go to the sun light 
with awareness and become aware of each men individually. And right when you open him, 
when you detect him through a small dot, you will become aware of the events. Start thinking of 
him only and nothing else! Of him and of the events that were linked to the two of you.   
 
Take your time! Don't be in a rush!  
And in a moment, your particles or energy are going to be there, they will burst on to the surface 
of his face.  
  
Stay still for a while. Do that day by day, when you look in to the sun, when you feel, when you 
become conscious enough, then think of a mouth energy. And think as if you would pill from his 
face a white energy that has collected there. These are your particles that you become aware of 
and that you have artificially brought in front of his face.  
 
Then try to feel how the energy pours in to the compactness of cheeks or his face and then 
consciously inhale. But before you inhale, inhale through mouth and not through nostrils, 
through mouth, pay attention! Through mouth! And you remember and speak up, in your 
thoughts or in actions, in words, however, the following sentence:  
 

“I WANT TO COLLECT ONLY ME AND SOLELY ME,  FOR MYSELF.  
THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING ME.”  

 
And everything is said.  
 
Then, literally, look at him or sense him (inhale through mouth) and begin drawing this energy 
out of him.  
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You will literally pill him off, actually you will pill your energy from his face. You will bring it in to 
the bubble in front of your face. You will sense how the bubble is literally rolling in front of your 
face.  
 
It is, the bubble, as big as a soap bubble. That kind of a bubble can be gained or can be pulled in 
you through sexuality, through erection or anything else when it comes to touching the lower part. 
And if you don't have anything with sexuality then help yourself with pulling the bubble in to 
yourself, especially pulling it from men, women need to do this. We advice this to men as well, but 
women, you are important here.  
 
 
Then you will sense it. Have your eyes closed or narrowed. You will see how it moves like a 
rainbow. Somehow lilac, purple or in a way white, pallid colour. But usually they are lilac, purple, 
because they connect with heart energy.  
 
Then again open your lips and inhale (inhale through the mouth), as if you would swallow a 
bubble in you.  
You will feel how you swallowed it inside yourself and pulled or hoovered it, so I translate 
somehow correctly.  
  
When you have it inside yourself, you will sense it, how it literally vibrates softly in you body 
structure. But this is yours.  
Then try to sense it inside, how it is caught and again do it this way: 
   

Put your hands in a position like this: you have a naval and 
the finger tips. In from of the finger tips a naval somehow 
ends.  
 
 
 

 
Open the upper part and embrace this bubble. You will sense the energy and 
how it binds. You might sense it at plexus as well, maybe how it burns you or 
somehow pulls you together as a slightly moving, numb pain. But, with that, 
you won't do anything else then pill off what bad has sneaked in to you and 
now you are melting this energy.  
 
 

Pure energy will stay inside you. Everything his and bad that has come in to you, you will catch 
in your palms. 
 

That is why hold your hands like this and wait and turn your 
thoughts in to palms.  
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Like that. And when you have them in your palms, you will feel how the energy literally catches 
you. Wait for it to compound.   
Pilling that happens in this process on its own, has to be left alone and so simply allow it to 
happen.  

 
That is when your hands will automatically open. You will feel the 
heaviness or a burning sensation on your palms. The heaviness, 
the burning sensation that somehow coils on your palms needs to 
be hold for a short time, then you literally direct it on the outside, 
through the canal, as you would direct it from the plexus on the 
outside. And redirect the beam of light back to him or back to her. 

These are her or his particles which slowly merge from you, back to him.  
 
 
That is when think of him or her.  
If you can visualise it then visualise it and try to create it and return it back to him in to the 
plexus channel or stomach channel or simply on his mouth chakra. Wherever, or simply just think 
of that person and wait so the energy freely flows from you.  

 
You will literally feel it as an energy that peeled off you. These are the particles 
that came, merged and changed or mixed in the cycle of what is yours.  
Based on that you then go in to rebirths and you have again a recording, because a 
man or a woman can get to the information to win you over, to catch you or pushes 
you in to a rebirth.  
 

 
Once you do this, wait for a moment.  
 

You will sense there is no more burning sensation on your palms. It literally burns 
and the feeling is heavy then you will sense as a lower part is embalmed. That is 
when the lower energy will merge with you through your palms.  
 
 
 

 
Wait a few moments.  
That is when him or her is picking her/his particles back or merges them back.  

 
Then simply put your hands like this, in a praying position but just in front of the 
plexus where you literally close the tube and you see, once you press it together, 
how it closes all the way to the outer vacuum. That is what is important for you 
to do.  
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Then say something along these lines:  
 

“GRATEFUL AND THANKFUL ME. 
GRATEFUL AND THANKFUL ME WHO GETS, HONOURS AND LETS GO.” 

 
 
Then say: or “THANK YOU” or “I HUMBLY THANK YOU” or simply “AMEN”, whatever comes to 
your mind, really.  
Majority uses the word “AMEN" and slightly bows. Even though I usually do not use this 
expression. But it is important that you close that.  
 
 
Then you will sense different energy that will start rolling on the inward. But these are your 
particles, energy of a woman or a man, if you are a man, that starts settling on the inward. Sit on 
the sun a bit longer. Wait that the energy merges and you will feel how you are charged. Skin 
will literally tighten and burst. You will sense a different light, different magic on your face and 
you will even become younger because you got a part of yourself back.   
 
This is how it can be done from a person to person.  
That is a conscious process in which you can dive. It can be even done for people who are blood-
related, maybe for grandmothers, mothers or anyone else and have a look if there is something 
you can take back or hoover back.  
 
But usually this is a process which happens based on this life.  
And that is a process that is guided consciously by you. But through that you will control and free 
yourself and other people as well.  
 
And especially what is most important!  
When you separate, what is important is the focus, that you collect yourself from the last man. 
But, somewhere three months or at least a month, but all the way to three months you are 
preparing for this process of collecting or pilling, because then you become aware and you won't 
have the same program in you anymore.  
 
Which means that already, consciously, even if you won't do anything on your growth or spiritual 
growth, an event won't happen to you again.  
Like that you won't even get an alcoholic, if you had him before, you won't even get someone that 
is somehow the same or identical. This is the way how to program your own program because you 
collect yourself from him, back again.  
 
PROCEDURE OF THE DIVORCE 
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When it comes to divorce, now I will focus especially on the divorce, this one is the most delicate 
and the most burdened situation.  
 
When you merge as friends and no one enters a relationship with hatred, with the energy of 
hatred, what matters here is, again, the beginning.  
 
Remember and I remind you so you will remember and become aware!  
As you sighed your »yes« and consciously signed, gave a seal, and therefore the same separates 
from the same.  
That is to say that in a separation, again, the signature and seal are needed that you are 
separating. That is bureaucracy.  
 
But in the matter of energies, it is a much more powerful energy of something which is essential 
and here I will stop for a while.  
 
Everyone who enters into love or relationship, doesn't enter in hatred. Maybe there isn't even one 
percent where you would consciously decide to enter a relationship with hatred. Maybe only 
when they sell you and even then you were brought up differently and you have a different 
program. Therefore it is important to finish as you started.  That is an equal conclusion. 
 
Sometimes, when you are ending a relationship, you hate yourself terribly. You hold grudges that 
are enormous. Enormous pain, smugness, jealousy, certain words are said from both sides or 
layers and aren’t something honourable.  
 
That is why, think! The way you begin, is the way you end.  
 
How to finish the process in an equal proportion so you end good with good? 
 
Always and everywhere, we were warning you – be with someone until you like it. Remember 
and memorise that!  
 
When it is not beautiful anymore then separate so it will be beautiful, as friends, for the two of 
you as well! Remember and memorise that!  
Here lies the biggest power of the biggest hidden energy or code that can be controlled.  
 
When you separate 99% of people aren't capable of preserving this process. Or you are afraid of 
each other. Or you do bad things to each other, hold a grudge against each other or you just 
simply devise a plot how to rip off someone so you can gain and the other one looses.  
 
What I am going to say is – right here is the key to your victory or some sort of abundance.  
 
As much as you've created it needs to be equally and fairly divided.  
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That doesn't mean you cut the table half because you bought it together. It doesn't mean that the 
bed that was bought together will be cut in half as well. It won't do any good to anyone. But come 
to an agreement.  
Truly, what is important is an honest conversation, that you first start the conversation to go in 
the direction that you can't afford yourself to be in this kind of relationship no matter how 
someone, seemingly makes an effort or not even that – what is important is approach, how to 
tell him!  
 
I advice you something simple as that:  
Take your time and emphasise, in the conversation with him, that you want a separation because 
this relationship is a burden to you. Because the relationship is something that stifles you and 
sadness you and you simply can't grow anymore. This is the first step where you start thinking in 
the right direction. Remember and memorise that!  
 
Then wait a moment to see how someone will react to that.  
Wait again!  
 
If he attacks you, if he hits back, try to stay calm. Look him in the eyes. In the eyes, the energy is 
hidden. The strongest cosmic energy that can, between the two of you, closes the first stage 
where you entered a relationship. Therefore everything comes to an end right through the eyes.  
 
Try to look in to the eyes fully. Honestly. And again emphasise that it is nothing wrong with him, 
just that this relationship burdens you, saddens you and is making you miserable. That you can't 
live like this anymore because you have literally halted.  
 
Don't emphasise, even if you have another partner, that you want something new. In that first 
moment don't emphasise anything like that!  
 
Why?  
Because karmically speaking, when you entered, you haven't had anyone next to you and you 
didn't make two wovs or two weddings at the same time. Isn't it so?  
 
That is why you need to be very careful at the end that first, you make a closure. And once you 
do that when a person comprehends, understands and even if they don't accept – nothing 
wrong! What is important is that you preserve this calm energy and that you emphasise that at 
this stage you don't have a good time anymore, maybe he does but you don't.  
 
Always bring yourself forth, because only with that you will decode karma and negate the very 
beginning.  
 
By no means, I humbly ask you, do not sting the opponent that he is to blame, that he is the one 
that might cheat on you. That he is the one that always, as a man, lies in front of computer or a 
television and watches tv channels or maybe other girls. That it is him, him, him.  
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Completely avoid that!  
 
Keep on repeating that it is not possible for you to enjoy this relationship because you are 
suffocating and you are saddened.  
 
Don't emphasise the mistakes! Don't look for  the mistakes!  
You will become aware of the mistakes later on.  
 
With that you will somehow equally negate the very beginning.  
 
Don't look for victims! 
Simply emphasise that the way you two are, you can't continue like that anymore. With that you 
will truly decode and close the beginning and the end.  
 
 
 
And only when you will finish conversation in harmony, that you can't be in that relationship 
anymore, because you don't grow anymore, you don't bloom anymore because you are sad, 
burdened, maybe embarrassed, because of different kind of causes you can't be in a relationship 
like that anymore because of you and that is when suggest the separation.  
 
Be strategic!  
Truly walk step by step. Don't get ahead of yourself!  
 
When you come to the phase that you are the one that can't be in this relationship anymore you 
will achieve that a person on the opposite side decides to listen to you. 
He agrees with it because it is so hard on you and that is why he is willing to separate. That is a 
step to your victory.  
 
But pay attention!  
When you enter the space where the separation will happen and you are coming to the point of 
getting divorced on paper as well, don't hold any grudges.  Keep on emphasising – you can't be 
in that kind of relationship because you don't grow and you are sad and somehow different. You 
are the one who is burdened by all that.  
 
Before you sign and separate, always emphasise: «I am the one who doesn't flourish in this 
relationship!«  And do not look for reasons! It is not that moment yet.  
 
When you sign the document, shake hands as friends, if it's possible. Or be honest and look him 
in the eyes and admit him that no matter how it was, it was beautiful as well. Do not forget to 
emphasise that there were beautiful moments as well. Because if there weren't beautiful 
moments as well, you wouldn't say »yes« in some kind of ether, of some kind of vow.  
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You simply wouldn't stand next to him if you wouldn't find that very moment beautiful. A  few 
small moments can be find instantly, no matter how hard or bad it was in this relationship.   
 
DIVISION OF ASSETS  
 
Then take time, it is not important if you move away or not. What is important is the division of 
the assets. Don't be too, how can I say this, well, don't be too greedy! Don't focus on wanting it all 
and that you want to bring the opposite partner on his/her knees.  
 
Be careful! At this point be extremely careful!  
From everything you have together, take as much as it is needed for you to have a good life! 
 
Why?  
Take as much as it feels right for you. Take as much as it is fair and not unfair. Make sure you 
don't take more than it is fair so you will demolish him, hurt him, if you already took it this far 
harmoniously.  
 
 
Why?  
If you will take as much as you sense is right, as much as it belongs to you by law and nothing 
else, there is a shift that happens to you in the energies of the Universe. Universal energies take 
care of you so the lost share doubles, triples or maybe even multiplies.  
That is why you get a chance, a possibility – or through a new partnership through which you gain 
such wealth or through business that is brought to you by these Forces, or through some sort of 
lottery therefore the Forces of the Universe take care of you, so that the share returns to you 
twofold, threefold or  you even massively get and gain.  
 
That is why, be extra careful!  
Because if you will rip off someone intentionally you will be ripped off from Universal forces 
intentionally as well and those forces won't serve you but it will be given to him what should be 
given to both of you.  
 
This kind of approach is important. That is why truly keep an eye on that!  
And when you put all of this behind you just simply make a toast to your own victorious victory.  
 
Only then take time for yourself.  Once all is behind you, take time to examine.  
Take a one month period, two month or three month period but you don't need more – three 
month period maximum when you leaf through, go through, somehow relive, outlive this life of 
yours, a story, so you somehow dissect good and bad.  
 
And once you do that, focus on the current of collecting yourself from him. Do not forget about 
that!  
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And with that you will close the complete karma with him, his offsprings, his peers or parents, 
therefore with those that you are blood related.  
 
Why?  
Because, in his core, usually, the threads merge on to other people as well, the ones that are 
blood related.  
Which means that you have divided your particles, from whole, only seemingly among the carriers, 
among those participants and when you begin to be aware of events that are coming from him 
that is when the particles from other people merge in to him as well because you had a sexual 
intercourse with him.  
 
Which means he is always a core or a foundation. Tiny, dispersed particles are something very 
small and all of this is collected from them back in to you rapidly. Remember that and keep that 
mind!  
 
BLESS YOUR LIVING LIFE  
 
And the most important is when you do all of this, bless your living life.  
 
Therefore do not cry and feel remorse, but become aware of your life! I emphasise, become 
aware of your life that you are here in this process of this life only to outlive the flow of the 
events with many people, that life is a magical play, to finish your performance and that you 
unfold life through all the events that were set from Above all the way to Below.  
Remember that and keep that in mind!  
 
And once you do that a destined man comes, a destined woman, and through that you will make a 
turn of changing fields, therefore through different parts. Therefore when a man, a destined man, 
of a destined woman has a big part of hers, that is when it exchanges and that is when you as one, 
in one image, with a partner you breathe and that is something we have spoken about in previous 
workshops or gatherings.  
 
Once you finish a process, after three months, take a day of blessing.   
 
Lit or buy a flower as an offering that you might receive from Mother Nature and you put it on 
an altar, where life for life is. Pay attention! In flowers there is an energy. That is why take only 
one flower.  
 
You don't need more flowers and you can put it next to your vase where your lit up candle stands 
and you offer it to an earthly energy, Mother Nature which later on balances your relationship.  
 
Offer the candle to a man or a person to whom you devoted a part of your life and ask it, in your 
thoughts, for forgiveness of anything bad that you have done, consciously, unconsciously, as you 
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would say – on purpose and not on purpose and ask, so that Mother Nature or a flower balances 
all of that.  
 
Through the candle's energy, energy will, through a flower that will somehow lie or will be set 
between you and the candle, an energy will stir in to that and through nature it will balance all 
of a relationship.  
 
That is when you will be free completely. That is when you will relieve yourself and unburden 
yourself and rapidly step on to the path of the lightness that you need when you somehow 
separate.  
 
That is why it is important, that in a foundation, as you stepped in a relationship, that is how you 
step out of a relationship, so it is equal.  
 
And not just that!  
When all of this is somehow closed, make sure that some kind of jealousy doesn't happen. 
Remember that and keep that in mind!  
 
Even if a partner finds a new relationship, it is important that you, within yourself, clarify and 
forgive or let go. He is a separate unite that is creating bubbles or soap bubbles of this energies 
over again with some other person, but that shouldn't interest you too much.  
Be interested and focused only on that which is yours so you collect yourself back from him and 
that is how you completely finish your karma, from this life as well. You are familiar with this!  
 
Karma that is pilled off, is pilled of from ancient past. That is an ancient past flow. And that is when 
you are left with what is from current life, where small particles are collecting, maybe for an after 
time and that is how you consciously, rapidly spin the events. And in the time of few short months 
you have a process of collecting yourself from different people. Those, especially those that didn't 
go through karmic pilling, you are facing events from this life time and you can help yourself with a 
technique of some kind of merging or composing.  
 
But pay attention! Be especially careful!  
 
When you are separating, don't separate in hatred. A genuine relationship is important, a 
connection with the one that was with you. In good or bad. Even if he did a lot of terrible things, 
don't remind him anymore!  
Remember you are here for one part of a process which has to be outlived and you are a toy or a 
figure in a game of many different silhouettes or in a happening, where, through that, outlivings of 
certain events are set up.  
 
That is why you are send to Earth, that you, from Above down to Below, outlive these events. And 
you are not send to Earth so with one partner, despite your perfect disaster, misery, pain, sadness, 
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you sacrifice yourself so you are with him, because many years ago, or decades, centuries or 
Millennia you have, in some program, decided like that.  
 
Be with someone until you enjoy it. Then move on and begin with closing the events because of 
which you have come to Earth, so you will help yourself, that you might be from somewhere else 
and that you will somehow finish that very something which others burdened you with 
simultaneously to finish a cycle of this life.  
 
However, always and everywhere, anyone – remember that and keep that in mind! gets a heavy 
load, this or that, in this kind of measurement, as it is seen, seen in advance, that a human can 
or a human energy can outlive and step over it.  
That is why you don't say that God gives you just as much as a human can bear or carry for 
nothing.  
 
In this time, ahead of you, it is actually a time of a Golden era, in which you are. It is time of 
separations and many relationships will fall apart, the ones that used to be wonderful and then a 
cycle of karma ended and now you sense you got stuck.    
 
Remember that and keep that in mind!  
You went in to this life, so you will finish cycles and not to stand still.  
 
That is why at this time I would like to offer you a little bit of time to think and rethink. In this first 
part I will slowly remove myself from you and will let you have some kind of a moment to take a 
break, maybe to think and in a second part we will continue and answer to different questions 
that might be connected to this topic that I have just opened and talked about.  
 
I hope I have, somehow brought it closer to you and talked about it in a way so you understand 
what happens to you and why all the rebirths, why do you always go in to new resurrections, 
because you do not collect your particles and you do not collect yourself together.  
 
To conclude I would like to add just this.  
Once you outlive, once you collect your particles back, you are alone and separate in this cycle 
of this play or in the spins of this energies.  
And when an end of a journey happens, you face yourself, you face yourself and leave as a whole. 
That is how a journey ends, in whichever dimension, in whichever galaxy, on whichever planet and 
not just in earthly world. Remember that and keep that in mind!  
 
But you are truly unique, because such simple path as you have it here on Earth, that you can, in 
few years overstep and outlive a thousand-year old long periods, you can be happy that you can 
outlive a cycle that rapidly which can be in some planets of immortality or captivity in different 
bodies that can last longer periods, you can be happy that you can outlive a cycle that rapidly. That 
is why become aware of the program!  
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Here everything is in the program. But I see, that you will somehow tailor everything in such a way 
that you will certainly devote your happiness to yourself.  
 
Now I will somehow say goodbye, so you will, take some rest and drink something as well.  
With kind regards 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In translation: Renée Prijatelj  
 
 


